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  Taking in a Game Joseph A. Reaves,2004-05-01 In
Taking in a Game, Joseph A. Reaves examines the
development of baseball in Korea, the Philippines,
Mainland China, and Taiwan, as well as the more
widely known story of baseball in Japan. In this
entertaining and informed account, Reaves covers
everything from baseball in Qing Dynasty China in
the nineteenth century to the 2000 Sydney Olympics
bronze-medal match between Japan and Korea. Reaves
guides the reader through a history of Asian
baseball, the cultures that surround it, and the
future of what has become a great Asian game.
  Japanese Imperialism: Politics and Sport in East
Asia J.A. Mangan,Peter Horton,Tianwei Ren,Gwang
Ok,2017-10-11 This cutting edge collection
presents a political reading of the power of
modern sport in Asia. Providing an
interdisciplinary study of political and cultural
tensions in Asia, past and present, through the
key case-study of sport, it illuminates the
complex practices and legacies of Japanese
imperialism across East and Southeast Asia through
the 20th century and beyond. Focusing on the deep
background to contemporary dynamics of
intraregional tensions, it examines sport both as
a tool of imperialism and as an agent of
reconciliation as the region gears up to the 2020
Olympics in Tokyo. Offering a unique contribution
to East Asian Studies, Colonial and Postcolonial
Studies and Sport Studies, this work represent key
reading for students and scholars of East Asian
studies, International Politics and Sports
Diplomacy.
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  Our Game Too Dr Jennifer a. Simpson,2017-09-19
OUR GAME TOO: Asian Pacific Americans in Major
League Baseball targets millions of baseball fans
around the world who will be captivated by what
has, until now, been somewhat invisible in
baseball literature. OUR GAME TOO provides a
thought-provoking look into the history of Asians
and Asian Pacific-Americans in Major League
baseball through anecdotes, stories, and narrative
timelines.
  The Escape Key Richard Segal,2021-01-12 Three
acquaintances gather at a former classmate’s
apartment to fulfil a long-determined promise to
create and produce the Great American Dark Comedy,
with a mix of reverence for the system which
nurtured them, but irreverence for those who game
it without shame, leaving as prerequisites naming
and taming. However, life becomes unsettled upon
the discovery of a grey conspiracy theory promoted
by an unrepentant website editor, and the
rediscovery of a set of blue folders which beholds
the source of underwriting for this shady and
underhanded campaign. In addition, worlds are
rocked when another friend experiences three life
events in short succession, including the death of
a girlfriend and loss of a job, not long after
he’s weaned himself off anti-depressants and
concomitant addiction to sugar highs. If truth is
stranger than fiction, then what is stranger than
truth? The Escape Key is a book that could only
have been written during 2020.
  Pan-Asian Sports and the Emergence of Modern
Asia, 1913-1974 Stefan Huebner,2016-05-11 The
history of regional sporting events in 20th-
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century Asia yields insights into Western and
Asian perspectives on what defines modern Asia,
and can be read as a staging of power relations in
Asia and between Asia and the West. The Far
Eastern Championship Games began in 1913, and were
succeeded after the Pacific War by the Asian
Games. Missionary groups and colonial
administrations viewed sporting success not only
as a triumph of physical strength and endurance
but also of moral education and social reform.
Sporting competitions were to shape a new Asian
man and later a new Asian woman by promoting
internationalism, egalitarianism and economic
progress, all serving to direct a “rising” Asia
toward modernity. Over time, exactly what
constituted a “rising” Asia underwent remarkable
changes, ranging from the YMCA’s promotion of
muscular Christianity, democratization, and the
social gospel in the US-colonized Philippines to
Iranian visions of recreating the Great Persian
Empire. Based on a vast range of archival
materials and spanning 60 years and 3 continents,
Pan-Asian Sports and the Emergence of Modern Asia
shows how pan-Asian sporting events helped shape
anti-colonial sentiments, Asian nationalisms, and
pan-Asian aspirations in places as diverse as
Japan and Iran, and across the span of countries
lying between them.
  Taking in a Game Joseph A. Reaves,2004 In Taking
in a Game, Joseph A. Reaves examines the
development of baseball in Korea, the Philippines,
Mainland China, and Taiwan, as well as the more
widely known story of baseball in Japan. In this
entertaining and informed account, Reaves covers
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everything from baseball in Qing Dynasty China in
the nineteenth century to the 2000 Sydney Olympics
bronze-medal match between Japan and Korea. Reaves
guides the reader through a history of Asian
baseball, the cultures that surround it, and the
future of what has become a great Asian game.
  Sports around the World [4 volumes] John
Nauright,2012-04-06 This multivolume set is much
more than a collection of essays on sports and
sporting cultures from around the world: it also
details how and why sports are played wherever
they exist, and examines key charismatic athletes
from around the world who have transcended their
sports. Sports Around the World: History, Culture,
and Practice provides a unique, global overview of
sports and sports cultures. Unlike most works of
this type, this book provides both essays that
examine general topics, such as globalization and
sport, international relations and sport, and
tourism and sport, as well as essays on sports
history, culture, and practice in world
regions—for example, Latin America and the
Caribbean, the Middle East and North Africa,
Europe, and Oceania—in order to provide a more
global perspective. These essays are followed by
entries on specific sports, world athletes,
stadiums and arenas, famous games and matches, and
major controversies. Spanning topics as varied as
modern professional cycling to the fictional movie
Rocky to the deadly ball game of the ancient
Mayans, the first three volumes contain overview
essays and entries for specific sports that have
been and are currently practiced around the world.
The fourth volume provides a compendium of
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information on the winners of major sporting
competitions from around the world. Readers will
gain invaluable insights into how sports have been
enjoyed throughout all of human culture, and more
fully comprehend their cultural contexts. The
entries provide suggestions for further reading on
each topic—helpful to general readers, students
with school projects, university students and
academics alike. Additionally, the four-volume
Sports Around the World spotlights key charismatic
athletes who have changed a sport or become more
than just an outstanding player.
  Emerging Trends and Innovation in Sports
Marketing and Management in Asia Leng, Ho
Keat,2015-01-31 Once only associated with North
America and Europe, formal athletic events are now
becoming more prevalent in Asia as well. With the
expansion of this industry, there is a need for
efficient and strategic advertising to promote
competitions, events, and teams. Emerging Trends
and Innovation in Sports Marketing and Management
in Asia brings together research and case studies
to evaluate and discuss the effectiveness of
current methodologies and theories in an effort to
improve promotional activities and the
organization of all aspects of the sports
industry. This publication is an essential
reference source for academicians, researchers,
industry practitioners, and upper-level students
interested in the theories and practices of sports
marketing and management with a special focus on
Asia.
  Asian Americans [3 volumes] Xiaojian Zhao,Edward
J.W. Park Ph.D.,2013-11-26 This is the most
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comprehensive and up-to-date reference work on
Asian Americans, comprising three volumes that
address a broad range of topics on various Asian
and Pacific Islander American groups from 1848 to
the present day. This three-volume work represents
a leading reference resource for Asian American
studies that gives students, researchers,
librarians, teachers, and other interested readers
the ability to easily locate accurate, up-to-date
information about Asian ethnic groups, historical
and contemporary events, important policies, and
notable individuals. Written by leading scholars
in their fields of expertise and authorities in
diverse professions, the entries devote attention
to diverse Asian and Pacific Islander American
groups as well as the roles of women, distinct
socioeconomic classes, Asian American political
and social movements, and race relations involving
Asian Americans.
  Asian Pacific Americans and Baseball Joel S.
Franks,2008-07-01 With the rise of stars such as
Hideo Nomo, Ichiro Suzuki, and now Daisuke
Matsuzaka, fans today can easily name players from
the island country of Japan. Less widely known is
that baseball has long been played on other
Pacific islands, in pre-statehood Hawaii, for
instance, and in Guam, Samoa and the Philippines.
For the multiethnic peoples of these U.S.
possessions, the learning of baseball was actively
encouraged, some would argue as a means to an
unabashedly colonialist end. As early as the
deadball era, Pacific Islanders competed against
each other and against mainlanders on the diamond,
with teams like the Hawaiian Travelers
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barnstorming the States, winning more than they
lost against college, semi-pro, and even
professional nines. For those who moved to the
mainland, baseball eased the transition, helping
Asian Pacific Americans create a sense of
community and purpose, cross cultural borders,
and--for a few--achieve fame.
  Perceptions of East Asian and Asian North
American Athletics Steve Bien-Aimé,Cynthia
Wang,2022-09-27 This book highlights
inconsistencies within the field of sports
scholarship and provides an opportunity to open up
and extend conversations about the intersection of
sports media and race — particularly surrounding
athletes of East Asian descent. Despite the
growing influence of East Asian and Asian
American/Canadian athletes, they are still
underrepresented in Western media and in
scholarship. This anthology adds much-needed
literature to sports, popular culture, East Asian,
and Asian American studies. The prominence of
sports in global popular culture makes the
intersections explored in this collection a
crucial addition to existing conversations about
both sports and East Asian/Asian American/Canadian
studies.
  The New Geopolitics of Sport in East Asia
William Kelly,J.A. Mangan,2015-09-07 The global
geopolitics of sport is being transformed in and
by East Asia. Sport in recent decades has been
avidly embraced by East Asian nations, with
implications both for their image on the
international stage and their domestic national
identities. The three post-war East Asian Olympic
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Games, the ‘glittering’ Guangzhou Asian Games in
2010 and the march of Asia into the global sport
market illustrate the fact that a new global
sports order has emerged. This collection uniquely
discerns the ‘tectonic’ shift of global power in
the geopolitical, economic, cultural and social
dynamics of sport from West to East. It also
reveals ‘that the global empire of commerce’ is
similarly shifting eastwards. The chapters,
written by leading authorities on East Asia,
widens the focus, advances the knowledge and
sharpens the appreciation of both global sport and
regional current transformation in the making and,
in doing so, contributes to an understanding of
profound changes in global sport. This book was
originally published as a special issue of The
International Journal of the History of Sport.
  International Sport Management Eric W.
MacIntosh,2019-03-05 International Sport
Management, Second Edition, serves as an
invaluable guide for students as they build
careers that require an understanding of the
relationships, influences, and responsibilities of
sport management in a global context.
  International Sport Management Eric
MacIntosh,Gonzalo Bravo,Ming Li,2019-03-05
International Sport Management is the first
comprehensive textbook devoted to the
organization, governance, business activities, and
cross-cultural context of modern sport on an
international level. As the sport industry
continues its global expansion, this textbook
serves as an invaluable guide for readers as they
build careers that require an international
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understanding of the relationships, influences,
and responsibilities in sport management. Through
a systematic presentation of topics and issues in
international sport, this textbook offers a long-
overdue guide for students in this burgeoning
subfield in sport management. Editors Li,
MacIntosh, and Bravo have assembled contributors
from all corners of the globe to present a truly
international perspective on the topic. With
attention to diversity and multiple viewpoints,
each chapter is authored by distinguished
academics and practitioners in the field. A
foreword by esteemed sport management scholar Dr.
Earle Zeigler emphasizes the importance of a
dedicated study of the issues in international
sport management. All chapters in the text use a
global perspective to better showcase how
international sport operates in various
geopolitical environments and cultures. The text
is arranged in five parts, each serving a unique
purpose: •To outline the issues associated with
international sport management •To examine sport
using a unique perspective that emphasizes its
status as a global industry •To introduce the
structure of governance in international sport •To
examine the management essentials in international
sport •To apply these strategies in the business
segments of sport marketing, sport media and
information technology, sport facilities and
design, sport event management, and sport tourism
Written to engage students, International Sport
Management contains an array of learning aids to
assist with comprehension of the material. It
includes case studies and sidebars that apply the
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concepts to real-world situations and demonstrate
the varied issues, challenges, and opportunities
affecting sport management worldwide. Chapter
objectives, key terms, learning activities,
summaries, and discussion questions guide learning
in this wide-ranging subject area. In addition,
extensive reference sections support the work of
practitioners in the field. With International
Sport Management, both practicing and future sport
managers can develop an increased understanding of
the range of intercultural competencies necessary
for success in the field. Using a framework of
strategic and total-quality management, the text
allows readers to examine global issues from an
ethical perspective and uncover solutions to
complex challenges that sport managers face. With
this approach, readers will learn how to combine
business practices with knowledge in international
sport to lead their current and future careers.
International Sport Management offers readers a
multifaceted view of the issues, challenges, and
opportunities in international sport management as
well as the major functional areas that govern
international sport. The text provides students,
academics, and practitioners with critical
insights into the practice of business as it
applies to international sport.
  The Crisis in Pro Baseball and Japan’s Lost
Decade Paul Dunscomb,2023-10-27 This book examines
Japan’s Heisei era through the lens of the crisis
in Japanese professional baseball of 2004,
challenging the narrative of decline which
dominates the discourse on the period. The story
of this crisis reveals much about the Japanese
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psyche during the “Lost Decade,” about the nature
of change during Heisei Japan and of the nation’s
resilience. The business of professional baseball
provides crucial insights as it achieved its basic
form at the same time as Japan's post-war
political economy, and shared many characteristics
with it, including systemic inefficiencies which
post “bubble” Japan could no longer sustain. The
book traces how the crisis unfolded and the cast
of characters who appeared during it (including
team owners, players, IT entrepreneurs, and
ordinary fans) revealing much about the push and
pull of continuity and change in Japan. Featuring
an in-depth analysis or the key participants and
developments of the crisis in baseball this book
will be a valuable resource for students and
scholars of sports management, Japanese history,
and Japanese culture, particularly of the Heisei
era.
  The Empire Strikes Out Robert Elias,2010-01-19
Is the face of American baseball throughout the
world that of goodwill ambassador or ugly
American? Has baseball crafted its own image or
instead been at the mercy of broader forces
shaping our society and the globe? The Empire
Strikes Out gives us the sweeping story of how
baseball and America are intertwined in the export
of “the American way.” From the Civil War to
George W. Bush and the Iraq War, we see baseball's
role in developing the American empire, first at
home and then beyond our shores. And from Albert
Spalding and baseball's first World Tour to Bud
Selig and the World Baseball Classic, we witness
the globalization of America's national pastime
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and baseball's role in spreading the American
dream. Besides describing baseball's frequent and
often surprising connections to America's presence
around the world, Elias assesses the effects of
this relationship both on our foreign policies and
on the sport itself and asks whether baseball can
play a positive role or rather only reinforce
America's dominance around the globe. Like
Franklin Foer in How Soccer Explains the World,
Elias is driven by compelling stories, unusual
events, and unique individuals. His seamless
integration of original research and compelling
analysis makes this a baseball book that's about
more than just sports.
  Global Sports Fandom in South Korea Younghan
Cho,2020-08-21 This book explores the
transformation of cultural and national identity
of global sports fans in South Korea, which has
undergone extensive cultural and economic
globalization since the 1990s. Through
ethnographic research of Korean Major League
Baseball fans and their online community, this
book demonstrates how a postcolonial nation and
its people are developing long-distance
affiliation with American sports accompanied by
nationalist sentiments and regional rivalry.
Becoming an MLB fan in South Korea does not simply
lead one to nurturing a cosmopolitan identity, but
to reconstituting one’s national imaginations.
Younghan Cho suggests individuated nationalism as
the changing nature of the national among the
Korean MLB fandom in which the national is
articulated by personal choices, consumer rights
and free market principles. The analysis of the
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Korean MLB fandom illuminates the complicated and
even contradictory procedures of decentering and
fragmenting nationalism in South Korea, which have
been balanced by recalling nationalism in
combination with neoliberal governmentality.
  Asian American Society Mary Yu Danico,2014-08-19
Asian Americans are a growing, minority population
in the United States. After a 46 percent
population growth between 2000 and 2010 according
to the 2010 Census, there are 17.3 million Asian
Americans today. Yet Asian Americans as a category
are a diverse set of peoples from over 30
distinctive Asian-origin subgroups that defy
simplistic descriptions or generalizations. They
face a wide range of issues and problems within
the larger American social universe despite the
persistence of common stereotypes that label them
as a “model minority” for the generalized
attributes offered uncritically in many media
depictions. Asian American Society: An
Encyclopedia provides a thorough introduction to
the wide–ranging and fast–developing field of
Asian American studies. Published with the
Association for Asian American Studies (AAAS), two
volumes of the four-volume encyclopedia feature
more than 300 A-to-Z articles authored by AAAS
members and experts in the field who examine the
social, cultural, psychological, economic, and
political dimensions of the Asian American
experience. The next two volumes of this work
contain approximately 200 annotated primary
documents, organized chronologically, that detail
the impact American society has had on reshaping
Asian American identities and social structures
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over time. Features: More than 300 articles
authored by experts in the field, organized in A-
to-Z format, help students understand Asian
American influences on American life, as well as
the impact of American society on reshaping Asian
American identities and social structures over
time. A core collection of primary documents and
key demographic and social science data provide
historical context and key information. A Reader's
Guide groups related entries by broad topic areas
and themes; a Glossary defines key terms; and a
Resource Guide provides lists of books, academic
journals, websites and cross references. The
multimedia digital edition is enhanced with 75
video clips and features strong search-and-browse
capabilities through the electronic Reader’s
Guide, detailed index, and cross references.
Available in both print and online formats, this
collection of essays is a must-have resource for
general and research libraries, Asian
American/ethnic studies libraries, and social
science libraries.
  Sport in Asian Society Fan Hong,J.A.
Mangan,2005-11-18 Linking sport to the emergence
and growth of modern Asian society this collection
of essays offers a lucid, original and highly
readable history of politics, culture and sport in
the world's most populous region.
  More Awesome Asian Americans Phil Amara,Oliver
Chin,2022-12-01 This is the sequel to the best
illustrated anthology on notable Asian Pacific
Islander Americans! Readers have demanded more
stories. So we have obliged with Volume 2! We
share the life stories of more citizens who came
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from diverse backgrounds and have influenced a
rainbow of professions. 20 chapters (6 pages each)
are brought to life with 60 fantastic color
illustrations. -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------- -
George Takei (actor) - Chloe Kim (Olympic
snowboarder) - Bruno Mars (singer) - Amy Tan
(author) - Mazie Hirono (US Senator) - I.M. Pei
(architect) - Jen-Hsun Jensen Huang (NVIDIA) -
Mira Nair (filmmaker) - Jim Lee (comics artist) -
Midori Goto (violinist) - Amar Bose (audio
inventor) - Helene An (chef) - Peter Tsai (N95
mask scientist) - Isabella Aiona Abbott (botanist)
- Farhan Zaidi (baseball executive) - Channapha
Khamvongsa (humanitarian) - Anika Rahman (human
rights lawyer) - Raymond Martin (wheelchair racer)
- Dith Pran (photojournalist) - Katherine Sui Fun
Cheung (pilot) -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------- As an
educator and a mom I am always looking for books
that represent and teach the Asian American
experience....In each story, Asian American
identity plays an important role in overcoming the
challenges of racial inequity and taking pride in
culture and heritage in an age appropriate way.
The illustrations and graphics make this book
really accessible. - Karen Fukushima, Middle
School Dean, Harvard Westlake, California An
energetic and important look at Asian Americans
who have contributed significantly to the USA. It
is inviting, colorful and really fun to read and
learn! Students of all ages, parents and teachers
are sure to enjoy this book and to learn about
these amazing individuals! - Sara Jones,
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Washington State Librarian

Unveiling the Magic of Words: A Overview of "Asia
Baseball Keys"

In a world defined by information and
interconnectivity, the enchanting power of words
has acquired unparalleled significance. Their
ability to kindle emotions, provoke contemplation,
and ignite transformative change is actually awe-
inspiring. Enter the realm of "Asia Baseball
Keys," a mesmerizing literary masterpiece penned
by a distinguished author, guiding readers on a
profound journey to unravel the secrets and
potential hidden within every word. In this
critique, we shall delve to the book is central
themes, examine its distinctive writing style, and
assess its profound affect the souls of its
readers.
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